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First, let me thank our loyal readers for
their overwhelming support of the
new VPS Q&A Guide. I’m so apprecia-
tive of your kind comments and enthu-
siasm for what has been a true labor of
love for Jay E. Fishman, Shannon Pratt,
and me. It’s been challenging to round
up all of the most popular BV ques-
tions we’ve been asked over the years
and to then corroborate on answers. 

Our front-page article in this
issue deals with a dichotomy— both
the simplicity and complexity of the
capitalized cash flow method of the
income approach. As always, we try to
break it down for our readers to make
it easy to understand. As always, I
appreciate any comments or feedback
you may have!

Next up, Ray Rath takes a look at
deferred revenue valuation for
accounting standards codification
(ASC) 805. He uses a simple example
to demonstrate the key concepts asso-
ciated with deferred revenue valua-
tion.

Chris Hamilton examines how
analysts make adjustments to net
income to arrive at a long-term cash
flow available to the equity benefit
stream. He explains that there is a “a
curious pattern that the ‘permanent’
cash flow used to value closely held
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This quote sums up the capitalized
cash flow  (CCF) method of the income
approach. The simplicity is there;
divide one number by another num-
ber. However, there are many com-
plexities both in the numerator and the
denominator. So, let’s see if we can
master some of those complexities and
present them in a simple manner.

In this article we will present the
following topics on the CCF method:
1. Mid-Year Convention vs. 

End-of- Year Convention
2. Depreciation and Capital 

Expenditures
3. Using Cash Flow vs. Net Income
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The Capitalized Cash Flow Method

Best Practices:

“Technical skill is mastery of complexity, while creativity is 
mastery of simplicity.”

~  Sir Erik Christopher Zeeman, British mathematician

4. Direct-to-Equity vs. Invested-
Capital Models

Mid-Year Convention vs.
end-of-Year Convention
The mid-year convention is a simple
way to reflect the fact that most busi-
nesses earn profits and cash flow
throughout the year and not at the end
of the year. While it is commonly used
in discounted cash flow (DCF) models,
it is not as commonly used in the CCF
model. The correct formula for the
mid-year convention for a CCF model
is as follows:
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FInancIaL VaLuaTIOn - Income approach

In most business valuations, two ele-
ments drive value and are the focus of
attention. One is the risk rate. The sec-
ond element, and the focus of this arti-
cle, is the benefit stream. 

Whether using the capitalization
of earnings methods or the discounted
future earnings methods, adjustments
to net income are usually made to
arrive at a long-term cash flow avail-
able to equity benefit stream. This tran-
sition is made to the benefit stream to
match it with the after-tax cash flow to
equity risk rates derived from public
company data. It is a curious pattern
that the “permanent” cash flow used to
value closely held businesses is often
substantially different from the start-
ing point of the analysis – net income.
In the valuation of most small closely
held companies, this should be consid-
ered carefully, as it might signal an
error.

Before exploring the potential
problem, there are two foundational
principles to consider. The first is the
reality that over a long period (a mil-
lion years!) there is no difference
between the cumulative cash flow
available to equity and cumulative net
income available to equity. There are
temporary timing differences along the
way but no permanent differences. To
illustrate, it is perhaps easier to think
about a lot less than a million years. If
a business started on January 1, 2010,
and terminated on December 31, 2015,
cumulative net income must, and
always will, equal the total cash flow
available to equity over the life of the
business.

The second foundational princi-
ple that forces us to think in terms of a
million years is the premise of value.
For most fair market value engage-
ments, the premise of value is “going
concern.” This premise assumes that

the business will always exist. It is one
of the more startling assumptions
underlying our work when compared
with “the real world.” I doubt any
business owner expects the business to
live forever, but that is exactly what we
assume when valuing the business. A
going concern for valuation purposes
is actually longer than a million years;
it assumes eternity. 

The reality of the going-concern
premise and the convergence of net
income and cash flow should impact
how adjustments to convert net
income to cash flow are considered.
The most common adjustments reflect
the effects of non-cash transactions,
working capital fluctuations, the acqui-
sition or reduction of debt, and capital
asset purchases and sales (CAPEX).
Within those adjustments is found
some of the reasoning why historical
data are insufficient for projecting
future performance in a valuation
engagement. For example, there may
be unusual capital investment in the
near future, or unusual (increasing or
decreasing) debt activity anticipated. 

But, what about the terminal
value? Whether using a single-sum
benefit stream in the capitalization of
earnings approach or when calculating
a terminal value in a discounted cash
flow method (DCF), it is, unfortunate-
ly, common to see short-term differ-
ences between net income and cash
flow carried over to that single sum
and, therefore, locked in forever.  

When the practitioner simply
grows the final-year projection by the
terminal growth rate and then capital-
izes it to determine the terminal value,
all the adjustments in that final year
are baked into the “eternal” benefit
stream.  For example, think about the
implications if that final-year projec-
tion included an adjustment for debt

reduction of $100,000 where total debt
for the subject company is $2,000,000.
That would mean that for the first 20
years (ignoring growth) the expecta-
tion is that the subject company will
reduce debt. And for the rest of eterni-
ty, negative debt grows by $100,000 per
year? In this example, equity has prob-
ably been undervalued. 

Analyzing the differences
between cash flow and net income for
the subject company is an indispensa-
ble exercise when used properly. When
analyzed improperly it can cause sig-
nificant problems with the conclusion
of value. The following are thoughts to
consider in that analysis:
• Differences between net income and

cash flow available to equity in the
historical period for which the prac-
titioner has financial data helps to
develop an understanding of the
economics and cycles of the business
and may facilitate the disclosure of
non-operating and non-recurring
transactions.

Continued on next page

benefit stream error:

expertTIP
Over a long period (a million years!)

there is no difference between the

cumulative cash flow available to

equity and cumulative net income

available to equity. There are tem-

porary timing differences along the

way but no permanent differences. 

Chris haMilton,
CPA, CFE, CVA

Arxis Financial, Inc.
Simi Valley, CA

chamilton@arxisgroup.com

Locking in Adjustments 
for an Eternity
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HaMILTOn, continued

• In addition to non-linear growth in
revenue, analysis of management’s
expectations related to non-cash
items, capital expenditures, working
capital, and debt generally explain
the reasons a DCF method (project-
ed) should be considered rather than
a capitalization (historical)
approach. In some cases the whole
reason a DCF method is being used
is because of non-linear trends in
these factors. Operating cash flow
expectations might be linear, while
short- to mid-term capital investing,
working capital, or debt financing
activity may vary materially.

• When using the DCF method, sim-
ply taking the last projection year
and capitalizing it to arrive at the
terminal value makes all adjust-
ments in the final projection year
permanent. This might not be incor-
rect in every case, but the valuation
report should reconcile those imbed-
ded adjustments with the implica-
tions of the premise of value. 

• Where a capitalized cash flow
method is used, cash flow adjust-
ments must all be permanent (non-
operating, non-recurring). If they
are not, consideration must be given
whether the adjustments should be
made and/or whether the practition-
er may be forced to use a DCF
method to address those non-per-
manent fluctuations. 

• Adjusting a multiple (market
approach) or a risk rate (income
approach) to convert it from a cash
flow rate to an income rate is a dan-
gerous exercise. This has the same
effect as making permanent adjust-
ments to the benefit stream. Such an
adjustment establishes a permanent
difference between cash flow and
net income whether the valuator
intends that, or not.

Adjustments to the benefit
stream, or risk rate, to reflect differ-
ences between net income and cash
flow available to equity should be
considered carefully. Decisions that
make those adjustments permanent
are improper and could lead to erro-
neous conclusions. c

in this new guide, HiTCHnER, PRaTT, and FiSHMan

answer the most important business valuation questions 

they’ve been asked over the years.

• Reviewed by 15 of the country’s top BV practitioners

• 350+ pages covering 150+ questions

HITCHNER  PRATT  FISHMAN

A CONSENSUS VIEW
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q&a guide to Financial Valuation

James R. Hitchner, 

CPa/aBV/CFF, aSa

Shannon P. Pratt, DBa, CFa, 
aBaR, FaSa, MCBa, aRM, CM&aa

Jay E. Fishman,

FaSa, FRiCS

To  learn more about this important new guide 
and special offer,

CliCK HERE

SPECIAL OFFER!
Buy the new Hitchner, Pratt, Fishman 

Q&A Guide in February 
and get a FREE March 1 webinar!

http://www.valuationproducts.com/webinar.html



